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Abstract

In this paper, a receptor-based virtual screening study for the identification of estrogen
receptor b (ERb) ligands was developed. Starting from a commercial database of 400 000
molecules, only six compounds resulted to be potential active ligands of ERb. Interestingly, all
the six molecules possess scaffolds that had already been reported in known ERb ligands.
Therefore, the results obtained herein confirm the reliability of our virtual screening procedure,
thus encouraging the application of this protocol to larger commercial databases in order to
identify new ERb ligands.
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Introduction

Estrogen receptors (ERs) are ligand-activated transcription factors
that belong to the nuclear hormone receptor superfamily. Like
other steroid hormone receptors, ERs act as dimers to regulate
transcriptional activation through the up- and down-regulation of
gene expression in target tissues1. Estrogens, the endogenous
ligands of the ERs, are the main female sex steroids, which
control many cellular processes, including growth, differentiation
and function of the reproductive systems. Anyway, evidences of
the involvement of estrogens through their interaction with the
ERs in a broader range of physiological and pathological
processes have been ascertained. Not only did they prove to be
implicated also in the regulation of male reproductive processes,
they also showed notable effects on the cardiovascular system, in
bone and adipose tissues, as well as in different organs such as
brain, colon and prostate2. Two different ER subtypes are known:
estrogen receptor a (ERa) and b (ERb); they are transcribed from
different genes located on separate chromosomes and display
discrete expression patterns as well as distinct ligand specificities.
Indeed, the two ER subtypes fulfill different functions that are
often opposite to each other and have a different impact in the
various tissues and cell types that present a different expression
rate of the two receptor subtypes. In vivo studies carried out with
mice lacking either ERa or ERb showed how the estrogenic
effects on the ‘‘classical’’ estrogen target tissues such as uterine,
mammary gland and hypothalamic/pituitary gland tissues, as well
as bone tissue, are mainly due to ERa activation. On the other
hand, ERb seems to have stronger effects on non-reproductive
organ systems such as prostate and colon, as well as on the
cardiovascular and central nervous systems. Indeed, ERb proved
to be involved in several pathological states affecting these

tissues3,4. The expression of ERb in prostate cancer and colon
cancer, and its role in the development and progression of these
malignancies have been extensively reviewed and discussed
elsewhere2,5. Since ERb exerts anti-proliferative, differentiative
and proapoptotic actions in these tissues, contrarily to ERa which
plays important roles in promoting cell growth and proliferation,
it clearly represents a promising potential target for anti-cancer
therapies, and small-molecule ligands endowed with selectivity
toward this receptor subtype may be used as therapeutic agents for
the treatment of these malignancies2. ERb appears to exert tumor-
suppressing actions also in the development and progression of
ovarian cancer. Ovarian carcinogenesis is accompanied by a
disruption of the balance between proliferation and apoptosis by
the down-regulation of ERb, and a reduced expression of this
receptor was also shown to be associated with a high-lymph node
metastasis rate6. On the contrary, an overexpression of ERb
exerted strong antitumor effects on SK-OV-3 ovarian cancer cell
lines, in terms of inhibition of growth and motility, as well as
induction of apoptosis7. These data suggest that ERb selective
ligands could be also employed for the treatment of ovarian
cancer. Regarding breast cancer, the exact implications of ERb
are still unclear: it seems to have a pro-apoptotic and anti-
proliferative action when co-expressed with ERa in breast cancer
cells (in the majority of cases); however, it could also promote
growth and survival of ERa-negative tumors. For this reason, the
role of ERb in the development and progression of breast cancer
has been defined as ‘‘bi-faceted’’. Therefore, selective ERb
ligands could help in shedding light on this issue, by broadening
the molecular understanding of the involvement of ERb in this
kind of tumor, but they also might represent a valid alternative to
its canonic ERa-targeted therapeutic treatments8,9. Finally, very
recently ERb proved to have a deep impact in neuroinflammation,
by promoting neuroprotecting effects in oligodendrocytes.
Therapeutic treatment with the ERb ligand DPN (2,3-bis-(4-
hydroxyphenyl)-proprionitrile) led to remyelination and restor-
ation of functional axon conduction in a mouse model of multiple
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sclerosis through the activation of the PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling
pathway, which is required for oligodendrocytes survival and for
axon myelination10. Moreover, Wu and co-workers found that
ERb, but not ERa, is expressed in mouse microglia, thus
revealing ERb as the unique mediator of estrogens inhibitory
effects on microglia in the production of inflammatory molecules
and in the recruitment of T-cells and macrophages. They proved
that ERb ligands can down-regulate the expression of NF-kB and
iNOS in both microglia and T-cells. All these results suggest ERb
selective agonists as valid therapeutic candidates for treating
neurodegenerative diseases such as multiple sclerosis, amyo-
throphic lateral sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease11.

Due to their numerous possible therapeutic applications, the
interest in the development of new ERb-selective ligands is
constantly growing. Thus far, most of the researches in the field of
estrogens have been dedicated to the selective estrogen receptor
modulators (SERMs), ER ligands that are able to produce a
spectrum of both agonist and antagonist actions in different target
tissues12. This particular behavior could be explained considering
that, in order to exert their various physiological roles, ERs
interact with a high number of diverse transcriptional cofactors
(coactivators and corepressors) that are not functionally equiva-
lent and present different expression levels in different tissues and
cell types13. Ligands endowed with both a SERM profile and
selectivity toward ERb subtype could provide the basis for more
subtle and manageable pharmaceutical therapies. At present, only
a limited number of ER agonist showing a remarkable selectivity
toward ERb have been reported in the literature. This is due to the
fact that the ligand binding domains of the two receptor subtypes
are very similar, in spite of a 56% of sequence identity because

they have only two pairs of non-conserved residues in their ligand
binding pocket14. Among the computational studies concerning
ER ligands reported so far in the literature, only a small number of
virtual screening (VS) procedures have been developed and
applied for the search of novel ERb-selective agonists/SERMs.
Nonetheless, some successful examples can be found within this
small set of studies, where new ligands endowed with appreciable
activity for ERb were discovered, as well as SERM-like
compounds with both an ERb-agonist and an ERa-antagonist
profiles15–18. In these VS studies, a structure-based approach and
in particular docking methods proved to be reliable in-silico tools
for the identification of new ERb agonists/SERMs.

In the present study, we focused our attention on the analysis of
the reliability of various docking packages and scoring functions
in discriminating active from inactive ERb ligands, with the aim
of identifying the best docking procedure to filter ERb ligands
from a commercial database. Then molecular dynamic (MD)
simulations were carried out to further refine the screening and to
identify new potential ERb ligands.

Methods

ERb-ligand complex structures and cross-docking

A total of 18 human ERb structures complexed with agonists,
available from the Protein Data Bank19, were used in this study
(Table 1). Hydrogen atoms were added by means of Maestro
9.020. The ligands were extracted from the X-ray complexes and
then subjected to a conformational search of 1000 steps in a water
environment (using the generalized Born/surface-area model) by
means of Macromodel21. The algorithm used was the Monte

Table 1. Active ERb agonists used in the enriched dataset.

1U3Q (2.7 Å) 1U3R (0.5 Å) 1U3S (1.6 Å) 1U9E (0.3 Å)

1X7J (0.9 Å) 1YY4 (0.7 Å) 1YYE (0.2 Å) 1ZAF (0.2 Å)

2GIU (1.2 Å) 2I0G (0.5 Å) 2J7X (0.5 Å) 2NV7 (0.6 Å)
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The RMSD resulted from the docking studies with GLIDE_XP is reported in parenthesis.
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Carlo method with the MMFFs force field and a distance-
dependent dielectric constant of 1.0. The ligands were then
minimized using the conjugated gradient method until a conver-
gence value of 0.05 kcal/(Å mol), using the same force field and
parameters as for the conformational search. The a carbons of the
ERb structures were aligned with each other using a reference
structure, then each minimized ligand was docked in turn into all
the 18 available X-ray structures by means of AUTODOCK 4.0
(AD4)22, DOCK 6.523, FRED 2.2.524, GLIDE 5.025, GOLD 4.126,
and AUTODOCK VINA 1.027 software packages. The docking
results were evaluated through a comparison between the found
docked positions of the ligand and the experimental ones. As a
measure of docking reliability, the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) between the position of heavy atoms of the ligand in the
calculated and experimental structures was taken into account.
The RMSD analysis was carried out using the rms_analysis
software of the GOLD suite.

Docking procedures

For all docking analyses, only the best pose was taken into
account.

AUTODOCK 4.0

The AUTODOCK Tools utilities28 were used in order to identify
the torsion angles in the ligands, add the solvent model and assign
the Gasteiger atomic charges to proteins and ligands. The regions
of interest used by AUTODOCK22 were defined by considering
the reference ligand as the central group of a grid box of 10 Å in
the x, y and z directions. A grid spacing of 0.375 Å and a distance-
dependent function of the dielectric constant were used for the
energetic map calculations. Using the Lamarckian genetic algo-
rithm, the docked compounds were subjected to 20 runs of the
AUTODOCK search using 2 500 000 steps of energy evaluation
and the default values of the other parameters.

DOCK 6.5

The molecular surface of the binding site was calculated by means
of the MS program23, generating the Connolly surface with a
probe with a radius of 1.4 Å. The points of the surface and the
vectors normal to it were used by the Sphgen program to build a
set of spheres, with radii varying from 1.4 to 4 Å that describe,
from a stereoelectronic point of view, the negative image of the
site. The spheres within a radius of 10 Å from the reference ligand
were used to represent the site. For each ligand, DOCK 6.5
calculated 500 orientations; of these, the best grid and AMBER
scored were taken into consideration. The ligand charge was
calculated using the AM1-BCC method, as implemented in the
Antechamber suite of AMBER 1129.

FRED 2.2.5

FRED24 requires a set of input conformers for each ligand. The
conformers were generated by OMEGA230; in order to avoid bias
the ligands obtained from the conformational search using
Macromodel (see above) were used as starting structures. We
applied the following modifications to the default settings of
OMEGA2: the energy window was set to 50.0, the maximum
number of output conformers was set to 10 000, the time limit was
set to 1200, and the RMSD value below which two conformations
were considered to be similar was set at 0.3 Å. The region of
interest for the docking studies was defined in such a manner that
it contained all residues which stayed within 10 Å from the ligand
in the X-ray structures. The FRED docking method roughly
consisted of two steps: shape fitting and optimization. During
shape fitting, the ligand was placed into the binding site using a

smooth Gaussian potential. A series of three optimization filters
was then processed, which consisted of refinement of the
positions of the hydroxyl hydrogen atoms of the ligand, rigid
body optimization and optimization of the ligand pose in
the dihedral angle space. In the last optimization step, the
Chemgauss2 scoring function was used. After the docking
calculation, the poses were scored independently by the six
available scoring functions, i.e. Chemgauss3 (CG3), Chemscore
(CS), Plp (PLP), OEChemscore (OCS), Screenscore (SCR),
Shapegauss (SHA) and by a combination of them (FRED_
ALL). CG3 is the third version of the Chemgauss scoring
function, which uses smooth Gaussian functions to represent the
shape and chemistry of molecules. CS was derived empirically
from a set of 82 protein–ligand complexes for which measured
binding affinities were available, and it was trained by regression
against measured affinity data. PLP is a knowledge-based
simplified energetic model that includes intramolecular energy
terms for the ligand, given by torsional and non-bonded functions,
as well as intermolecular ligand–protein steric and hydrogen-bond
interaction terms calculated from a piecewise linear potential
summed over all protein and ligand heavy atoms. OCS is
an OpenEye variant of the Chemscore. SCR derives from a
combination of the PLP and FlexX score. SHA is a shape-based
scoring function that uses smooth Gaussian functions to represent
the shapes of molecules.

GLIDE 5.0

The binding site was defined by a rectangular box of 10 Å in the
x, y and z directions centered on the ligand. The possibility of
docking compounds with more than 120 atoms was activated,
whereas the GLIDE25 defaults were used for all other parameters.
The GlideScore fitness function is based on Chemscore but
includes a steric-clash term, adds buried polar terms to penalize
electrostatic mismatches and modifications on other secondary
terms. Two docking analyses were carried out using the standard
precision (SP) and extra precision (XP) methods. The XP mode
is a refinement tool designated for use only on good ligand
poses, the sampling is based on an anchor and refined growth
strategy, and the scoring function includes a more complete
treatment of some of the SP terms, such as the solvation and
hydrophobic terms.

GOLD 4.1

The region of interest for the docking studies was defined in such
a manner that it contained all residues which stayed within 10 Å
from the ligand in the X-ray structures; the ‘‘allow early
termination’’ command was deactivated, while the possibility
for the ligand to flip ring corners was activated. For all other
parameters, the GOLD31 defaults were used and the ligands were
subjected to 30 genetic algorithm runs. Four docking analyses
were carried out. The four fitness functions implemented in
GOLD, i.e. GOLDScore (GS), ChemScore (CS), Astex Statistical
Potential (ASP) and ChemPLP (PLP), were used.

AUTODOCK VINA 1.0

The input files for proteins and ligands originated from the
AUTODOCK Tools utilities for AUTODOCK calculations were
also used for the AUTODOCK VINA27 calculations, including
the grid box dimensions. The exhaustiveness parameter was set to
10 and the Energy_range to 1, whereas for all other parameters,
the AUTODOCK VINA defaults were used. The VINA scoring
function combines certain advantages of knowledge-based poten-
tials and empirical scoring functions, extracting information from
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both the conformational preferences of the receptor–ligand
complexes and the experimental affinity measurements.

Rescoring evaluation

A first enriched dataset constituted by 12 active ERb ligands
extracted from their X-ray complexes and 2570 molecule derived
from the DUD estrogen agonists decoys database32 was docked by
means of GLIDE with the extra precision mode into the ERb
structure (1YYE PDB code33). The docking results were then
scored by means of the following rescoring functions:
AUTODOCK 4.0; AUTODOCK VINA 1.0; AMBER, Hawkins
GB/SA (GBSA), grid, PB/SA (PBSA), Zou GB/SA (ZGBSA)
from DOCK 6.5; CG3, CS, PLP, OCS, SCR, SHA, from FRED
2.1; GLIDE SP and XP; GS, CS, ASP, and PLP from GOLD 4.1.
All the default parameters were applied when using these scoring
functions. A second enriched ERb dataset constituted by the 2570
molecule derived from the DUD estrogen agonists decoys
database and 40 active ERb ligands reported in literature was
generated and subjected to the same docking rescoring evaluation
described above.

Virtual screening evaluation

A commercial database of 400 000 constituted by a selection from
different vendors was docked into the ERb structure (1YYE PDB
code33) by means of a GLIDE two steps procedure. In the first
step, a constrained GLIDE SP docking evaluation was carried out,
in which all the compounds that were unable to form two H-bonds
with H475 and the E305-R346 network system were rejected. In
the second step, an unconstrained docking calculation using
GLIDE XP method was carried out. All the compounds after the
docking calculation showed that the two H-bonds with H475 and
the E305-R346 network system were then rescored by using the
FRED CS and GLIDE SP scoring functions.

Statistical evaluation

The results were evaluated by using the enrichment factor (EF)
and the area under curve (AUC) of the receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) curve34. The EF measures the enrichment
of the method compared with random selection:

EF ¼ ½tp=ðtp þ fnÞ�ðNCtot=NCÞ

where tp is the number of high-affinity compounds not rejected
(true positives); fn is the number of high-affinity compounds
rejected during the VS filtering (false negatives); NCtot is the total
number of molecules of the database; NC is the total number of
compounds obtained by the VS protocol. The EF10% indicates the
EF values retaining the 10% of the whole database, the maximum
value that can be reach is EF10%¼ 10, therefore all the evaluated
EF10% were reported as the percentage of this value. The AUC is
the area under the ROC curve; when the discrimination between
actives and decoys is random the AUC correspond to 0.5, whereas
in the ideal performance, where all the known active ligands are
ranked before all the decoys, the AUC is very close to 1.0.

Molecular dynamic simulations

All simulations were performed using AMBER 1129. The
complexes were solvated with a 10-Å water cap. Sodium ions
were added as counterions to neutralize the system. Two steps of
minimization were then carried out. In the first stage, we kept the
complexes fixed with a position restraint of 500 kcal/(mol Å2) and
we solely minimized the positions of the water molecules. In the
second stage, we minimized the entire system through 20 000
steps of steepest descent followed by conjugate gradient until a
convergence of 0.05 kcal/(mol Å2) was attained. All the a carbons

of the protein were blocked with a harmonic force constant of
10 kcal/(mol Å2). Four nanoseconds of MD simulation were then
carried out. The time step of the simulations was 2.0 fs with a cut-
off of 10 Å for the non-bonded interaction, and SHAKE was
employed to keep all bonds involving hydrogen atoms rigid.
Constant-volume periodic boundary MD was carried out for
200 ps, during which the temperature was raised from 0 to 300 K.
Then 3.8 ns of constant pressure periodic boundary MD was
carried out at 300 K using the Langevin thermostat to maintain the
temperature of our system constant. General Amber force field
(GAFF) parameters were assigned to the ligands, while partial
charges were calculated using the AM1-BCC method as imple-
mented in the Antechamber software from AMBER 11.

Similarity search

The test compounds were compared with published ER ligands.
This comparison was made using the Similarity Search task of
SciFinder35. Similarity search locates structures that are similar to
the query, based on a two-dimensional small-molecule compari-
son using a Tanimoto similarity metric. A score of 100 means that
the two structures are identical.

Results and discussion

Docking evaluation

A total of 18 X-ray structures of ERb complexed with agonists
were retrieved from the RCSB protein data bank19. The reliability
of various docking software packages was assessed by applying a
self-docking and a cross-docking approach. In the self-docking
step each ligand was docked back into its native protein structure,
whereas in the cross-docking step each ligand was docked into all
the 18 available structures of ERb. In both steps, the resulting
docking poses of each ligand were evaluated through the
comparison with its corresponding experimental position. For
this purpose, the RMSD between the positions of the heavy atoms
of the ligand in the predicted and experimental structures was
calculated.

Self-docking results

All the 18 ligands were extracted from the X-ray complexes and
subjected to conformational search. Then, they were docked into
their corresponding proteins. Six different docking software
packages with a total of 18 different docking procedures (see
section ‘‘Methods’’ for details) were tested for their ability to self-
dock estrogen ligands. Figure 1 shows for each docking procedure
the average RMSD of the position of the ligand resulting from the
docking with respect to the experimental disposition. DOCK
software seemed to be the most reliable as it showed RMSD values
of 0.6–0.7 Å, followed by GLIDE (RMSD values of 1.0–1.1 Å).

Cross-docking results

Compared to self-docking studies, cross-docking analysis is a
more reliable approach for verifying how efficiently docking
studies can support lead identification and structure–activity
relationship analysis, because it evaluates how efficiently a
docking software is able to reproduce the experimentally
determined binding pose of a ligand by docking it into a protein
whose 3D structure was determined in a complex with a different
ligand. For all 18 complexes, the ligand was extracted and docked
in all human ERb structures, and the obtained docking results
were compared with the experimentally determined ligand
dispositions (see ‘‘Methods’’ section for details). The cross-
docking studies were carried out using all the docking procedures
applied for the self-docking calculations; as a result, 5832 docking

4 T. Tuccinardi et al. J Enzyme Inhib Med Chem, Early Online: 1–9
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calculations were taken into account. Beyond the average, RMSD
of the ligands poses resulting from the docking with respect to
their experimental disposition, the number of ligands with a
reliable docking pose (i.e. the number of ligands with a RMSD
smaller than 2.0 Å) was used as a second parameter for comparing
the reliability of the results obtained from the different docking
procedures. As shown in Figure 2, GLIDE_XP showed the best
results with an average RMSD of 1.4 Å and about 75% of
compounds with a RMSD smaller than 2.0 Å. DOCK6_GRID and
GOLD_ASP also showed good results with an average RMSD of
1.8 Å and 63–68% of compounds with an RMSD smaller than
2.0 Å, whereas all the other docking procedures showed an
average RMSD greater than 2 Å and less than 60% of compounds
with a RMSD smaller than 2.0 Å.

In conclusion, the docking evaluation strongly suggested that,
for docking ERb agonists, GLIDE using the extra precision mode

was the best docking approach followed by DOCK using the Grid
energy score.

Rescoring evaluation

In protein–ligand docking, the scoring functions are needed from
both a qualitative and quantitative point of view. The first role of a
scoring function is the identification of the correct pose of a
particular ligand, whereas the second role is to rank the docking
results according to the relative binding affinities of different
ligands. This second role is fundamental for the docking-based
VS36. In order to investigate the reliability of scoring functions in
discriminating active from inactive ERb agonists, an enriched
database was created and 20 different scoring functions were
applied. The 18 ERb agonists previously used in the cross-
docking studies were clustered on the bases of their chemical
properties and the resulting 12 active ligands (Table 1) were
added to the DUD estrogen agonists decoys database, comprising
2570 molecules32. The resulting database of 2582 molecules was
docked into the ERb structure (1YYE PDB code33) using
GLIDE_XP, as this method proved to be the best one in the
cross-docking studies. The employment of active ligands with a
known interaction disposition, for which docking evaluation
proved to be highly reliable (Table 1), should guarantee that for
these compounds the rescoring process is not influenced by their
erroneous disposition into the binding site.

The docked database was then rescored using 20 scoring
functions (see ‘‘Methods’’ section for details), and the results
were evaluated in terms of area under the enrichment factor curve
(AUC) and enrichment factor for the top 10% of the ranked
database (EF10%). The AUC is a measure of the overall
performance of a method and the enrichment factor is defined
as the fraction of known ligands identified in certain thresholds of
the ranked database. At a fixed percentage of the database, the
higher the enrichment factor, the better the performance of the
method in identifying known ligands. All the evaluated EF10%

were reported as the percentage of the maximum reachable EF10%

value. As shown in Figure 3, taking into account the AUC and
EF10% factors, six different scoring functions seemed to work
better than the others. In particular, DOCK software using
AMBER score and ZGBSA Score, FRED and GOLD software

Figure 2. Results of the cross-docking study. The average RMSD (A) and the number of poses with a RMSD less than 2 Å (B) is reported.

Figure 1. Results of the self-docking study. For each procedure the
average RMSD (Å) is reported.
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using the CS function, FRED using the SCR score and GLIDE
using the SP method showed AUC values greater than 0.8 and
EF10% greater than 80%.

In order to further test the reliability of the rescoring functions,
a second dataset of active ERb agonists was used. The most
important compounds reported in the literature as ERb agonists
that were tested in the laboratory of Prof Katzenellenbogen were
analyzed and all the compounds with an ERb Ki lower than
12.5 nM, which corresponds to a relative binding affinity (RBA)
higher than 4%, were considered as active ligands. As a result, 40
ligands (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Material) were added
to the DUD estrogen agonist decoys database of 2570 molecules,
and the database was docked with GLIDE SP and then rescored
through the previously used scoring functions. As shown in
Figure 4, the analysis of the AUC and EF10% confirmed some of
the results obtained with the first dataset. In particular, the use of
FRED with the CS function and GLIDE with the SP method
confirmed their reliability, whereas the other four scoring
functions that showed promising results with the first dataset
(i.e. DOCK software using AMBER score and the ZGBSA score,
GOLD software using the CS function and FRED using the SCR)

here showed worse statistical results, in particular with EF10%

values lower than 70.0%.

Virtual screening studies

The results so obtained highlighted that among the methods
tested, the use of GLIDE_XP for the docking evaluation and the
rescoring with FRED_CS and GLIDE_SP seemed to be the best
filtering procedures. On these bases a VS workflow was
developed (Figure 5). A database of about 400 000 molecules
was used for the VS study and was enriched with the dataset of the
40 active ERb agonists used in the previous analysis. It is
currently known that the most important ERb agonists usually
show two H-bonds with the receptor binding site, one with H475
and one with the E305-R346 network system. The analysis of the
available ERb crystal structures confirmed these data, as only one
ligand (2GIU PDB code37) did not show these two H-bonds. On
these bases, as a first step of the virtual screening workflow
(Figure 5), a constrained docking evaluation was applied.

Using GLIDE with the single precision method, a constraint on
the presence of the two H-bonds with H475 and the E305-R346
network system was applied. This first step led us to easily
remove all the compounds for which it was not energetically
possible to form the two H-bonds (due to steric, geometric or
atom type problems). The filtered database was then subjected to
an unconstrained docking calculation using GLIDE_XP. All the
compounds that showed the two H-bonds with H475 and the
E305-R346 network system after the docking calculation were
then taken into account. The so-obtained 3790 compounds were
then rescored using FRED with the ChemScore function and
GLIDE with the simple precision method, since they showed the
best results for the first and second datasets. Taking also into
account the scoring results for the known active ligands, the
statistical analysis of these new data confirmed the high-reliability
of GLIDE and FRED (Figure 6). Considering the good ability of
GLIDE and FRED in recognizing the active ERb agonists, the
compounds that were suggested as active (i.e. those showing a

Figure 5. Virtual screening workflow. *The compounds that after the
docking calculation showed the two H-bonds with H475 and the E305-
R346 network system were taken into account. **The compounds that
maintained the H-bonds with H475 and the E305-R346 network system
for at least the 75% of MD simulation were considered.

Figure 3. AUC (black) and EF10% (white) values of the first enriched
dataset using each scoring function.

Figure 4. AUC (black) and EF10% (white) values of the second enriched
dataset using each scoring function.
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scoring value in the range of the first 80% of the active molecules,
see Figure 6) by each of these two scoring functions were filtered,
and then only the 59 compounds that were considered as active by
both approaches were taken into account (Figure 5; Table S3 in
the Supplementary Material).

In order to setup a MD simulation protocol, the complex
between 3-(3-fluoro-4-hydroxyphenyl)-7-hydroxy-1-naphthoni-
trile and human ERb (1YYE PDB code33) was used as a test
set. The residues beyond a threshold of 15 Å from the ligand were
removed and as a result only the segment E276-K391 was
considered and solvated with a 10-Å water cap (see ‘‘Methods’’
section for more details). The ligand–protein complex was then
subjected to a total of 4 ns of MD simulation. As shown in Figure
S1 in the Supplementary Material, the system reached an
equilibrium after about 300 ps, since the total energy for the last
3.7 ns remained approximately constant. By analyzing the RMSD
of all the heavy atoms from the X-ray structures, we observed an
initial increase due to the equilibration of the system, followed,
after 500 ps, by a stabilization of the RMSD value around 1.2 Å.
Regarding the geometry of the ligand, we analyzed the RMSD of
the position of the ligand with respect to the X-ray structures
during the simulation. Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material
shows that the ligand demonstrated an RMSD value around 0.2 Å.
With regards to the H-bond analysis (as shown in Table S2 in the
Supplementary Material), the interaction of the ligand with H475
and the E305-R346 network system appeared to be very stable as
these interactions were maintained during the whole MD simu-
lation and a water molecule was also found to mediate the
interaction with R346.

The 59 compounds obtained by the previous VS steps were
subjected to MD simulation using the protocol described above
and all the ligands that maintained the H-bonds with H475 and the
E305-R346 network system for at least 3 ns out of the total 4 ns
(i.e. corresponding to the 75% of MD simulation) were further
considered. Using this filter, only the six compounds showed in
Table 2 survived and therefore were taken into account. As shown
in Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material, a comparison
between the scores obtained for the known active ERb agonists
used in the enriched VS dataset and those obtained for these
compounds highlighted that all the six compounds belonged to the
top 40% of the active scored compounds, thus supporting the
potential activity of these molecules.

A visual inspection of the six compounds strongly supported
the possibility of clustering them into three main groups. The first
cluster was constituted by compounds 1, 2 and 3, the second one
by compounds 4 and 5, whereas compound 6 constituted the third
cluster. As shown in Figure 7(B), the 1,3-dihydroxyphenyl ring of
compound 1 formed H-bonds with M295 and H475, the thiazole

fragment occupied the middle portion of the binding site and the
4-hydroxyphenyl portion interacted with E305. The hydroxy
group on the chromenone central scaffold of compound 4
(Figure 7C) formed an H-bond with H475, the chromenone
scaffold showed lipophilic interactions with L298 whereas the
3,4-dihydroxyphenyl ring formed H-bonds with E305. With
regard to compound 6, the 3-hydroxybenzyl group showed an
H-bond with H475, the benzimidazole ring showed lipophilic
interactions with I376 and F377 and the 3-hydroxyphenyl ring
showed an H-bond with E305 (Figure 7D).

Very interestingly, a similarity search for the six compounds
against the already reported ER ligands revealed that all of them
were very similar to already reported ER ligands. Bey and co-
workers in 2008 and 2009 reported the design, synthesis and
biological evaluation of bis(hydroxyphenyl) substituted azoles,
thiophenes, benzenes and aza-benzenes as potent and selective
non-steroidal inhibitors of 17b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase
type 1. Some of these compounds, very similar to compounds 1–3
(similarity score¼ 85–89; score¼ 100 means that the two com-
pounds are identical), were also tested for their activity against
ERa and ERb and one compound showed a certain binding
affinity for ERb38,39. Compound 4 had been already reported as

Figure 6. Rescoring results for the enriched
database using GLIDE (A) and FRED (B).
The grey vertical line corresponds to the
threshold used for filtering the compounds.

Table 2. Hypothetical lead compounds.
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an ER agonist (similarity score¼ 100)40. In 2003, Suetsugi and
co-workers using mammalian cell transfection and mammalian
two-hybrid experiments revealed that this flavone behaved as an
agonist of both ERa and ERb. Finally, compound 6 was very
similar to the members of the class of benzimidazoles patented by
AstraZeneca AB in 2002 as selective ERb ligands (similarity
score¼ 90–94)41.

Conclusions

In the present study, we tested the application of a docking-based
method for the development of a VS study for ERb ligands. Prior
to apply the VS procedure, different docking methods and
rescoring functions were evaluated for their ability to correctly
predict the binding mode and the energy interactions of known
ERb ligands. The best approach for developing the VS study
seemed to be achieved by combining GLIDE docking and the

rescoring of docking results with the ChemScore function of
FRED and the simple precision method of GLIDE. The optimized
procedure was then used for filtering a collection of 400 000
commercial compounds. The obtained results strongly support
the reliability of our VS procedure, as the resulting six
compounds that survived the VS filtering procedure were very
similar to already reported ERb-active ligands. Taken together,
these findings suggest that the techniques herein optimized
may be suitable for the design of new ERb ligands. On these
bases, the obtained results urge us to apply this VS protocol to
larger commercial databases in order to identify novel ERb
ligands.
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Figure 7. Minimized average structures of compounds 1 (B), 4 (C), and 6 (D) docked into ERb. The X-ray complex between ERb and 3-(3-fluoro-4-
hydroxyphenyl)-7-hydroxy-1-naphthonitrile (1YYE PDB code) is also reported as a reference system (A).
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